Stoughton High School

CONCERT UNIFORM ORDERING INFORMATION
Members of the Concert Band, Symphonic Band, Concert Chorus, Treble Chorale, and/or Symphonic
Choir are expected to wear concert uniforms at most performances and festivals. You are responsible
for acquiring a uniform in one of two ways:
1. PURCHASE your own concert uniform as directed at the bottom this page. You may can measure
yourself and purchase the uniform when it is convenient for you (but it must be before your first
concert). Recommended!
2. LOAN OUT a concert uniform from our stock. You will need to be fitted by a student Uniform
Manager on a scheduled fitting day after school, sign and submit a Uniform Loan Contract, and
return the uniform back to us by the end of the year.
FITTING DAYS: Tuesday/Wednesday October 2nd and 3rd, 2018 (after school)
**If you cannot attend a fitting day, please let a uniform manager know**

Instructions for purchasing your own concert uniform
from Southeastern Apparel
For Tuxedos (Total Cost: $62.00)

1. Visit sepapparel.com
2. Choose the “Men” tab at the top
3. Choose “Vest Ensembles” (under
the “Men’s Ensembles” heading)
4. Choose “Vest Ensemble with
Cavalier Pants & Bow Tie”
5. Select “Build an Ensemble,”
make sure quantity is “1” and hit
“Continue”
6. Choose “Poplin Vest” (black)
and choose your size
7. Choose “Wing Collar Tuxedo
Shirt” (white) and choose your size
8. Choose “Flat Front Cavalier
Pant” (black) and choose your size
9. Choose a BLACK bow tie and Adult size
10. Complete your order by going to your
shopping cart and checking out

For Concert Gowns (Total Cost: $59.00)
1. Visit sepapparel.com
2. Choose the “Ladies” tab at the top
3. Choose “Concert Dresses”
4. Choose “Corelli Dress”
5. Choose BLACK and your dress
size (then “Add to Cart”)
6. Complete your order by going
to your shopping cart and
checking out

